2. ENGAGEMENT IS EXHIBITED AND REINFORCED THROUGH BEHAVIOURS
Traditional engagement surveys focus on finding out about people’s attitudes, but it is their behaviour that really matters,
Cocks explains. “The behaviours that characterise engagement include:

· Active participation

· Sharing information and ideas for innovation

· Taking responsibility

· Challenging what is currently happening

· Having fun

· Giving and receiving feedback and recognition.

“All of the above are commonly used to define high performance cultures or teams. This isn’t surprising if we accept
that higher engagement drives better performance, and also that a high-performance culture is also an engaging one.”

3. ENGAGEMENT IS ITS OWN REWARD
“Most of us accept intuitively that in any endeavour, what you get out is directly
proportional to what you put in. Why should the workplace be any different?,” Cocks asks.
He cites a recent work culture assessment with a major UK retailer, where Questback
discovered that the factor most closely associated with engagement was the belief that what
you receive (in a non-financial sense) depends on what you put in. “In this sense it’s true that
engagement is its own reward - ‘engaged’ behaviours are themselves intrinsically ‘engaging’.”

SO, HOW CAN I BETTER MEASURE AND IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT?
Deduced from the above, Cocks believes that when HR
attempts to measure engagement, as well as asking questions about traditional topics such as leadership, resources,
training and rewards, engagement surveys need to assess
the extent to which people are experiencing and exhibiting high engagement behaviours. He advises that through
asking questions like: “How can we all work together to
improve in these areas?” it shifts the focus onto people’s
personal responsibility for their own engagement.
This also encourages everyone to get involved, helping
them identify their role in creating and maintaining a high

performing team. “Essentially make these behaviours the
norm - in cultural terms ‘the way we do things around
here’,” Cocks explains.
“In conclusion, what organisations, managers and employees need from engagement programmes is changing,”
Cocks concludes. “They want greater local ownership of the
results and bottom-up influence on improvement actions.
Now is therefore the time to adopt flexible technology that
links responses, insights and actions, enabling you to drive
more effective and lasting sustainable performance improvements.”
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